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They need to be done and depending on your outlook 
can be accomplished easily. 

Doing My Chores is intended to impart a message of 
importance in accomplishing  one's given tasks.  
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Thank you for downloading our children's books. 
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books to young readers around the globe. 
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I like doing my chores.



Well, maybe not all of them but most of them. 



Hmm, maybe not most of them. But a lot of them.



Okay, maybe not a lot of them. But a few of them. 



Well, maybe not a few of them but … None of them!



Just fooling … I really do like doing my chores.



When I do my chores, it helps my Mommy and Daddy, and as you 
know Mummies and Daddies sometimes need a lot of help.



When I do my chores, it makes me feel important and 
I like to be important. Don’t you?



Sometimes I get bored so I do some chores,
even if they are not my chores.



Sometimes I have chores that I do not like to do. 
When that happens I make up a silly game and that 

makes the chore easier.



Like yesterday, I had to put my laundry away and 
I pretended that I was hiding it from my Mommy. 
It was fun and I think I remember where I put it. 



Just fooling … It is in my dresser where it belongs.



Sometimes when all my chores are done, we go 
to the park or have other special time. 



I know if my chores weren’t done we wouldn’t be able to do that.



“So be important and have some fun.
Do your chores until they are done.”



Your Story Book!
A book specially made, 

with you as the main hero 
or heroine!
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Are you looking for more 
great free books 

like this one?

FREE KIDS BOOKS

https://www.freekidsbooks.org

Preschool, early grades, picture books, learning to read, 
early chapter books, middle grade, young adult

Always Free – Always will be!

This book was shared online by Free Kids Books 
at https://www.freekidsbooks.org  in terms of the

 creative commons license provided 
by the publisher or author.

Legal Note: This book is in CREATIVE COMMONS -
Awesome!! That means you can share, reuse it, and in some
cases republish it, but  only in accordance with the terms of
the applicable license (not all CCs are equal!), attribution

must be provided, and any resulting work must be released
in the same manner.  

 Please  reach out and contact us if you want more
information: https://www.freekidsbooks.org/about  
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